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ABSTRACT 

 

The article aims to uncover the roots of the spiritual world that can be identified through fiction. 

The category of flame and shadow theory were discovered. The article seeks to convey to others 

the attributes of new views in the study of the most important aspect of art hermeneutics - the 

essence of art. It shows the hitherto unknown aspect of art, the aspects that open up in the 

process of understanding it. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

An important reflection and significance of hermeneutics is that it gives man optimism, 

boundless hope, while teaching, explaining, proving and creating his methods that the world, 

being, life is transient, that it is full of new changes over and over again. He teaches everyone 

to learn to live in anticipation of great changes and updates every day, every moment. 

For hermeneutics, the whole being consists of text, and text is an infinite potential source. It is 

in itself a reflection of a being who embodies infinite energy, ideas, thoughts, and therefore 

infinite mysteries. Each completed text is a world of its own. Yet every being and thing in 

existence is an autonomous text. This is textual phenomenology. 

If we compare a text to ore, man obtains metal from it by melting. One ton of metal can make 

a hundred thousand different materials. When these details become an aggregate, millions - 

things - create events and perform activities. This phenomenon is infinite, but the source of all 

infinity remains the same ore. Until one day all the details corrode and turn into the same ore, 

the same soil. 

We recognized the potential power of the text, according to which the word-created text is in 

constant motion. For the text of the word, like coal or ore, produces fire, energy, and constantly 

ignites colorful ideas. This flame spreads to all mankind. However, in such a case, everyone 

can justify from it the origin of a new, unique idea. The power of syllogism in hermeneutics is 

first and foremost here. An idea inspires thousands, if not millions, of ideas, as if it were 

reminiscent of Newton’s law of universal gravitation, or the invention of energy from fire, 

electricity, or the bicycle. What has become a common occurrence in this day and age has once 

led to a complete change in the worldview of human beings. The idea, which burns in thousands 

of hearts, awakens in them a feeling of boundless optimism, confidence in the future, future 

happiness, and ignites it. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

It seems to you that at the next corner a huge happiness in the form of a new person or in the 

content of a new event awaits you. You feel it clearly, you feel its presence, you feel it inside 
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you. The same situation gives you a huge, lifelong sense of confidence in happiness. It is at 

this point that you forget the small details of life, and take a fresh look at the great flame of 

understanding that radiates around you with the light of heart and understanding. This look is 

enveloped in your heart by the flame of immense beauty; everything seems beautiful to you, 

proportionate, parallel to your taste, meaningful, meaningful, and most importantly magical, 

and sends light towards you. It is as if this light has opened before you a new, heavenly world 

of happiness. You will be greeted there by happy, loving people waiting for you, and you will 

feel like you have come to the world you want and you will reach your goal. Here is the product 

of hermeneutic understanding. At the heart of all this is the flame in the image of that text that 

inspires you, excites you, envelops your heart in passion. 

 

Artistic creation, fiction, and art in general allow man to create, shape, and perfect his 

imaginary world and, consequently, his creative world. However, this is just the beginning. 

Because American pragmatism does not stop there, the question arises as to what is the state 

after the creation of the imagination, or what is the benefit to be derived from it. It should be 

noted here that man creates a new being from an existing being through art: in that being he 

(i.e. man himself) takes on the role of creator and creates the world he wants; the world he 

wants. This world creates a space for him to consider himself the happiest person. This 

pragmatism is deeply rooted in literature and art in general. 

 

Even through historical relics, people go back to that period. The great bellitrix of the past is 

that in it everything ends happily. Therefore, the past activates and moves the transformation 

of space and time for the person to read or be able to read the last pages of the content of daily 

life. Such a transformation proves with art that patience and contentment are great wisdom. 

You seem to be imagining the future harvest of today’s labour right now. They take up space 

in your imagination just like those historical artefacts. This imagination ignites and fills your 

mind. This is the pragmatism of relics. Nowadays, fiction is not limited to just entertaining 

orgasms or beautiful life-inspiring voluntarism. Perhaps it creates a new world in the 

imagination with pragmatic ideas, or a space for people to draw the bars of a new world, a 

world of the future, a world of happiness that is appropriate and unique to them. This is exactly 

the case with hermeneutic pragmatism. 

 

Almost all scientific hypotheses claim that there was light first in the creation of being. First 

light appeared, light formed the shadow (shadow), and the shadow (shadow) served as the 

essence for the material world. 

 

Therefore, the question of what is on the basis of events that can occur in the imagination is 

constantly and constantly cross-cutting. Imagination is also called fantasy in some literatures. 

However, there is both imagination and fantasy in the imagination, and its product is fantasy. 

But in our opinion, imagination and fantasy are completely different phenomena. The term 

fantasy is therefore studied from a different perspective in shadow theory. 

 

The other side of the issue is what, how, how, how much, or how much of the events that are 

created in the imagination, where the shadow plays a role, or in the presence of the imagination, 

which is the basis of shadow theory. Or the next is the problem of the imagery of the shadows 

or shadows in the imagination. The term image here is conditional for now because we still 

don’t know what’s in there or how, how, how much, and what they’re made of. We only know 

that man has an infinite world of imagination, and in it the world of shadows or shadows 

dominates. There is light in the shadow, and based on the theory that there is a shadow, we talk 

about the essence of each light. When essence is the basis, its reflection in man creates 
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significance. Significance, on the other hand, leads us to pragmatism again. At the root of the 

imaginary shadow of the being that surrounds us lies the pragmatism with which man evaluates 

every event in terms of significance. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The importance of art is that it creates a being through fantasy, expresses the events it has 

created in the shadows, that is, it imagines itself as non-existent but otherwise. We see it as 

meaning in the word, in the dictionary. Any situation, existence, quantity, comparison, 

classification, the world of shadows in general, or the movement of shadows, gives us the 

opportunity to think geometrically not only horizontally-vertically, but also geometrically. We 

need to separate the shadow from the image at this point. Because an image can be a human, 

an animal, a plant, or a material or materialized event that is vividly reflected in our imagination. 

Shadow, on the other hand, is an event that is still on the horizon of emotion, or has appeared, 

or may appear. Because our imagination about it still can’t generate, can’t create fantasy. 

 

We feel some kind of event, but we can’t imagine it. Because there is still no basis for fantasy, 

no material. There is no essence, but what else can be called essence or essence, again?! In a 

living organism or in an inorganic universe, a cell can be called an atom, a neutron, a positron, 

and so on. However, Marxism called such infinity manifestations of matter and put such a point 

on the subject. 

 

However, the materialistic state of being does not deny that it is a work of art. A vulgar 

understanding of the essence of the matter is the most common and regularly recurring 

phenomenon in this problem. Indeed, it is vulgarism that not only denies the paradigmatic art 

of being in syllogism and transformation, but also makes these possibilities of being 

adventurous, eventually creating a disgusting policy like fascism. A typical example of a vulgar 

understanding of the materialist state of being, that is, everything exists and everything unites 

only in what exists, is called an attribute of visual, physical volume, and something important. 

The same situation serves as a generator for pragmatic vulgarism. In it, everything is tied to a 

simple interest. 

 

In artistic and figurative fantasy, the shadows of the imagination, or rather the images of the 

creative world, are torn from the inner world of man, the inner imagination, and become the 

property of society. When it becomes an essence that has become the property of society, it 

loses its significance and becomes a phenomenon, just like everyday new nanotechnologies. 

Everyone knows him, everyone sees him, everyone feels him. 

 

But as we create space and space for fantasy, we can imagine what that fantasy is all about. In 

other words, the question of what the imagination creates an event is cross-referenced. 

 

We answer this question as a shadow. So, fantasy is an art, and the beginning and the weapon 

of fantasy is the shadow. The shadow is not a material phenomenon because it lives only in the 

imagination. It can also be called a shadow. If you remember, Aloviddin’s Magic Flash is about 

a city of shadows or shadows of cities. After all, all events are created in the imagination as a 

fantasy in a small catacomb, manifested in the form of shadows. In the imagination, too, the 

creator - whether he is a writer or a reader - shapes all events in the imagination as a shadow, 

a shadow, although these shadows exist only in the imagination. 
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On the other hand, shadow-shadow is the basis of fantasy-texture, in which man can create not 

only what he wants, but also the society, the world he dreams of, where he lives happily, and 

where these shadows, the land of shadows, is his place of happiness. 

 

Here again the terms shadow and shadow have different meanings. For shadow is only on the 

side with light, where there is no light there is no shadow, it is darkness. Shadow, on the other 

hand, is not a shadow that exists in our constant imagination or inner world, just like a dream 

movie, because a shadow is a sign of the scattered existence of an existing thing based on light. 

Shadow, on the other hand, is an ideological phenomenon in which nothing exists, which can 

be reflected in our imaginary imagination in a completely empty space. 

 

It should also be borne in mind that the transformation of the same words into terms leads to 

the generation of an expansion of the gravity of meanings of certain concepts. The significance 

of the aura phenomenon here is infinite. Any performance, the performance of a work of art, 

does not have enough effect without an aura. After all, the aura of society, at least in the 

emotional paradigm of the audience, dominates, which creates a space to demonstrate the 

poetic potential of the work of art. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The art of shadows is formed in a different system in a particular aura area: brightly colored 

shadows, graceful shadows, lightless shadows, and in other states or forms. These forms allow 

us to create images from shadows, that is, we control the whole being with emotions, and 

emotional images with shadows. It is this phenomenon that opens the doors of sentimentalism 

to humanity in art. Desire, dream, goal, pain of jealousy, feeling of loneliness, feelings of 

insecurity, insecure tomorrow, dissatisfaction with one's place in daily life in the first place, 

dissatisfaction with daily life; it all starts to push a person off his shoulder like a bell. As a 

result, a person becomes deeply pessimistic, gradually wanting an assassination or extortion. 

These are just the sparks of sentimental psychology. 

 

Shadow literature, on the other hand, aims to protect man from the negative psychology of 

sentimentalism. It is through the art of shadow that man is able to create his own aura and, 

consequently, to achieve catharsis. However, the bio psychological processes we have listed 

above often occur as a result of a vulgar understanding of being, life, society. Man constantly 

imagines himself in an impossible situation. Hermeneutics and the art of shadows in it create a 

space for man to realize that he has new milestones that he can reach. We call the opportunity 

that arises in the imagination fantasy, texture, imagination. Hermeneutics as an art aims to 

prove that any fantasy, texture, and imagination can be realized tomorrow. 

 

Isn’t the modern technology arena we live in also the fruit of fantasy? Any event in the form 

of any fantasy, fabric, or fantasy that God has placed in the heart exists in a state in which it is 

implanted in man, in his mind, in his heart. We, on the other hand, first see it in the imagination, 

or feel the meaning of the soul in the intellect, and then create it. This is the fruit of the art of 

shadow. It is as if the world was created from the same black hole. 

 

Both the works of art and their ideas shine like divine light. In hermeneutics, we just understand 

them and turn them into execution. The shadows need an aura to shine, to appear, to be created, 

a certain aura inspires, inspires a person, awakens in him a great sense of creativity. The first 

fruit of such a process may be poetry. Because in poetry one tries to express the shadows that 

one can feel spiritually but cannot see clearly. 
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The art of shadows is a spiritual reflection of being. In it, the whole being, the geometric 

surround, is perceived as a shadow, with shadows seeming to exist to man. The material being 

in it turns into shadows: they exist and are visible to the eye, but there is nothing physical. The 

materialist world in existence is made up of shadows. Mountains, clouds, trees, people ... let it 

all turn into a shadow. 

 

The abstract reflection of the materialist being that we know, feel, and imagine becomes a 

world of shadows, and it moves in the imagination through the shadows. The shadow is the 

spiritual world, the shadows in it are the images. We see and feel such a world of shadows 

through the imagination. The most important feature of the world of shadows is that in it, 

everything, the whole world, seems to exist in front of you at the same time, in the same place. 

It does not matter time and space. You feel as if you are looking at any person or being created 

by God, whether you know it or not. What is important is that in this world we are the absolute 

rulers. Such absolute dominion gives the poet, the reader, infinite power. 

 

Such power is the ability to change the whole being in his image, the feeling of rebuilding it, 

and it is through this feeling that the poet can feel not only the ground on which he exists, but 

also the ability to radically rebuild the whole world and not only the non-human being but also 

society. Because the ocean of his unattainable dreams is the society - the shadows around him 

- the images. 

 

His spiritual rebellion awakens in the realm of the shadow of this imagination, comes to life, 

activates its spiritual shadow. He is the possessor of infinite power, he is brave, courageous, he 

is noble, he is generous, he is the image of complete beauty, he is the spreader of goodness, he 

is the bright representative of the world of perfection. And in general, all the positive and 

mental aspects of psychology are embodied in it. The art of the shadow is the first force that 

conveys the shadow world to the reader, transforms its existence.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

If you remember, the protagonist of "White Ship" by Chingiz Aytmatov lives in such a mood. 

He thinks that it is enough to restrain Orozali alone for a person to be happy for a lifetime. 

Because the whole happiness of that poor man is inextricably linked with the fate of six or 

seven people in this small cordon. His happiness, destiny, past, future, and even tragedy were 

so connected to the environment that he dreamed that turning himself into a fish and reaching 

a ship at sea would change not only his destiny, but the destiny of all mankind. 

 

The land of shadows offers such endless inner spiritual happiness to everyone in the embrace 

of artistic feelings, in the flow of heavenly silver or crimson radiant emotions. This is the 

simplest and simplest resonance that the lyrical heritage of Uzbek classical literature can create 

in any heart. 

 

In a world where spiritual freedom reigns in the shadow world, the reader feels himself in the 

embrace of sincere happiness. Such endless and infinite happiness not only brings a person 

peace of mind, social perfection, but also an opportunity for him to transform the behaviour he 

is endowed with beauty. The shadow is the weapon of the imagination, and the imagination is 

the reflection of the being in the human image. The beauty of the soul, the human being. 

 

Examples of shadow art can be found in any mature sample of Uzbek classical literature. The 

author creates a unique colourful world through words in the description of the image of his 
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heart. In the description of this world, the poet-creator's goal is not to increase the vocabulary 

of the reader by saying beautiful, bright, resonant, silent words, but to ignite his imagination 

through these colourful words and allow him to discover a magnificent world still unknown to 

him. is to move from the heart of the author to the heart of the reader. 
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